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Abstract: Vulnerable road users (VRUs) represent a large portion of fatalities and injuries occurring
on European Union roads. It is therefore important to address the safety of VRUs, particularly in
urban areas, by identifying which factors may affect the injury severity level that can be used to
develop countermeasures. This paper aims to identify the risk factors that affect the severity of a
VRU injured when involved in a motor vehicle crash. For that purpose, a comparative evaluation of
two machine learning classifiers—decision tree and logistic regression—considering three different
resampling techniques (under-, over- and synthetic oversampling) is presented, comparing both
imbalanced and balanced datasets. Crash data records were analyzed involving VRUs from three
different cities in Portugal and six years (2012–2017). The main conclusion that can be drawn from
this study is that oversampling techniques improve the ability of the classifiers to identify risk factors.
On the one hand, this analysis revealed that road markings, road conditions and luminosity affect
the injury severity of a pedestrian. On the other hand, age group and temporal variables (month,
weekday and time period) showed to be relevant to predict the severity of a cyclist injury when
involved in a crash.
Keywords: road crashes; vulnerable road users; imbalanced data; injury severity; logistic regression;
decision tree; machine learning
1. Introduction
Road crashes are among the leading causes of death, disability, property loss and yield costs
to society, representing 1–3% of GDP worldwide [1]. More than one million people lose their lives
every year in road crashes and 20 to 50 million people are injured [1]. Pedestrians and cyclists are
vulnerable road users (VRUs) since they are unprotected and they represent the majority of people
killed and injured on the European Union (EU) roads [2]. Despite long-term trends in reducing death
and injury rates, in 2017, 21% of fatalities on European Union roads were pedestrians and 8% were
cyclists, decreasing at a lower rate than other fatalities [3]. For Portugal, in 2017, the percentage of
VRU fatalities were 25% of the total (21% being pedestrians and 4% being cyclists) [4].
The transportation systems are becoming more sophisticated and confront more risks.
This situation increases the difficulty of regulators to ensure safety [5]. There are many factors
related to road crash risks, such as human factors, environmental conditions, roadway infrastructure,
traffic characteristics and vehicle conditions. However, the identification of risk factors that can
contribute to the injury severity of a specific type of road user may be different [6,7]. For that purpose,
it is particularly important to give special attention to VRUs’ safety, by providing a better understanding
of the factors affecting the outcome in terms of injury severity [8].
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Predicting road crashes and finding patterns from crash registrations is an important step to
develop safety measures. Among a lot of research into the evaluation of crash likelihood and frequency,
several studies have focused on factors affecting the injury severity [9–18]. Notwithstanding the
personal injury, the economic and societal cost of crashes varies substantially based on the severity
level of injury. Some of these studies have focused their investigation on identifying which variables
can increase the injury severity of a crash involving pedestrians [19–24], cyclists [25–30] or provide
a joint analysis of pedestrian and cyclist risk factors [31–40]. From these studies, several risk factors
have been reported to affect the injury severity of VRUs. For instance, pedestrians’ and cyclists’ age
and gender and specific hours (specially related with night-time) were generally identified as risk
factors [19,20,23,25,26,34,38]. It has also been recognized that the road environment, in particular
vehicle speed, mixed land use and intersections, can affect the level of injury severity of these road
users [31,33,41]. Few studies have recognized weather conditions (namely fog and rain) as risk factors
considering pedestrians’ injury severity [22,24]. Moreover, the month was considered an important
temporal variable to predict the severity of cyclist injury [29].
There exists a variety of methodologies that have been used to investigate injury severity data.
The logistic regression and decision trees are two predictive/classification techniques that have been
widely explored. In particular, logistic regression is often used for binary response variables and
decision trees is a nonparametric method that does not require prior probabilistic knowledge on the
phenomena under study [42–44]. To predict crash severity, logistic regression is among the most popular
techniques [11,19,32,34,37]. This fact can be explained since multinomial logistic regression does not
require premises and these model are easily interpreted by their coefficients, giving the influence
of the particular input fields and predefined relationships between dependent and independent
variables [45,46]. Decision trees have also been a useful methodology for analysing traffic crashes
based on the level of injury severity [9,29,47].
Class imbalance problem is one of the most fundamental challenges considering the learning
process and has been found in different domains. There are several examples where resampling
techniques may improve the performance of a classifier [48–52]. Hence, many resampling techniques
can be applied to balance a dataset; the best approach is hardly dependent on the type of dataset
and the technique applied [53,54]. A two-class dataset is said to be imbalanced when one of the
minority class is underrepresented regarding the majority class. If it is not suitably addressed,
the prediction results would be asymmetrically biased by the weight of the majority class and might
produce misleading conclusions [54]. In general, road crash databases are limited and imbalanced
in terms of injury severity level since the majority of records are non-severe. Due to the inherent
complex characteristics of imbalanced data, some studies have been developed considering resampling
techniques applied to the prediction of crash severity risk factors. Pei et al. [55] founded a more accurate
and reliable prediction model to determine crash risk factors and crash severity factors applying a
bootstrap resampling approach to Poisson regression. Mujalli et al. [56] compared three different
data balancing techniques—random undersampling, synthetic minority oversampling (SMOTE) and a
combination of both sampling techniques—with three different Bayes classifiers. The results show
that the classification of a crash according to its severity improved with the use of oversampling
techniques [56]. Delen et al. [13] developed a fusion-based sensitivity analysis on several predictive
algorithms to identify risk factors that contribute to the injury severity in motor vehicle crashes
using an undersampling method for balancing data. On the other hand, Mussone et al. [57] applied
an oversampling technique in order to develop a back propagation neural network model and a
generalised linear mixed model to identify factors affecting crash severity level. Madhar et al. [58] show
that the prediction accuracy of different data-mining techniques improves when using a resampling
dataset to bias the accident severity distribution. More recently, Al-Radaideh and Daoud [47]
applied down-sample, up-sample and SMOTE functions to a road traffic accidents dataset to perform
three classification techniques—decision trees, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector
Machine (SVM)—revealing the best performance for decision trees using a hybrid sampling dataset.
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Jiang et al. [59] introduced three methods to model unbalanced data—random forest, AdaBoost and
Gradient Boost—showing that the latter two generate more balanced prediction accuracies.
The novelty of this study is the suggested methodological approach, which applies different
resampling techniques to imbalanced pedestrian and cyclist motor vehicle crash datasets to perform
a comparative evaluation of two commonly used but different classifiers: decision tree and logistic
regression. For that purpose, road crash records involving a motor vehicle and pedestrians/cyclists
from six years (2012–2017) and three different cities were used. This database was organized in
injury severity level, which is classified into severe (which includes serious injuries and fatalities) and
non-severe (light injuries). Since the proportion of the minority class is significantly lower than the
majority class, the dataset is imbalanced. Thus, different resampling techniques (under-, over- and
synthetic oversampling) were applied. The best resampling method is selected based on the classifier
performance through receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves. The developed models allow
the identification of risk factors that can affect pedestrian or cyclist injury severity when involved in a
motor vehicle crash. These findings can be used as a tool for local authorities to develop road safety
strategies. From the variables under evaluation, we should highlight the road conditions and markings
sometimes neglected in the literature.
2. Methodology
This section describes the techniques used for data resampling, followed by a short description
of the classifier methods: decision tree and logistic regression. The classifiers will be applied to
identify the variables which are statistically significant in predicting the injury severity of a VRU
involved in a crash. Lastly, data characteristics and pre-processing as well as case studies are described.
The conceptual framework designed for this study is presented in Figure 1. This process was applied
for each city individually and a global dataset including all crash and injury information.
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In order to perform the proposed methodology, an open-source software for statistical computing,
R software [60], is employed to handle the crash dataset using specific packages for resampling
imbalanced data and for applying the two classifiers.
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2.1. Resampling Techniques
Crash records can be considered an imbalanced dataset, since the target variable (injury severity)
is predominantly imbalanced, with the majority of instances belonging to the non-severe class and
only a small percentage of the instances in the severe class. Resampling is a commonly used data
level approach to deal with class imbalance [53,54]. Resampling methodologies are processes of
continuously drawing samples from a dataset and refitting a given model. These methodologies can
be divided into undersampling and oversampling [54].
Three resampling techniques are proposed for application to such a dataset in order to construct a
more balanced one. In this study, the widely used random undersampling and random oversampling
methods as well as a synthetic oversampling method were analysed. Since we are interested in using
open-source software to perform our analysis, the ROSE R package [61] was explored, since it has
many built-in resampling techniques. The best resampling method was then selected based on the
classifier performance (see Section 2.2) through ROC curves.
2.1.1. Undersampling
The undersampling method consists of constructing a balanced dataset by randomly removing
instances from the majority class until the desired ratio has been reached in order to adjust a class
distribution of a dataset [41]. The main advantage of an undersampling method is the reduction of a
training data size when the original data is large. On the other hand, removing instances may imply a
loss of valuable information of the majority class [52].
2.1.2. Oversampling
In the oversampling method, the balanced dataset is constructed by randomly duplicating
instances from the minority class until the desired ratio has been reached [41]. The advantage of an
oversampling technique is that it leads to no information loss [52]. Therefore, although it is widely
used, oversampling might be ineffective at improving recognition of the minority class and may lead
to overfitting [54].
2.1.3. ROSE
ROSE (bootstrap random oversampling examples technique) is a method that generates a synthetic
sample from the feature space around the minority class according to a smoothed-bootstrapping
approach. According to this, ROSE combines oversampling and undersampling by generating an
augmented sample of the data (mainly belonging to the minority class). Three steps are involved
in the development of ROSE methodology: (1) Resampling data of the majority class using a
bootstrap resampling technique to remove instances of the majority class considering a ratio of
50%—undersampling; (2) Repeat the same process for the minority class—oversampling; (3) Generate
a new synthetic data in its neighbourhood, where the shape is determined by a function provided
by the ROSE R package. A new synthetic training sample of approximately equal size to the original
dataset is generated [62].
Studies have been showing that generating new synthetic data to balance a skewed dataset is an
alternative to the above resampling techniques, and is being associated to a reduction of the risk of
overfitting and an improvement of the ability of generalisation compromised by the oversampling
methods [63].
2.2. Supervised Learning Classifiers
In order to identify risk factors significantly affecting the VRU injury severity, two classification
techniques were explored and the results compared. Classifiers can be trained using historical data
with the known outcome to predict an associated class. A trained model aims to be able to classify
unseen new data correctly.
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In this study, the dependent variable (injury severity) presents a binary classification with two
possible outcomes (non-severe or severe). Two widely used supervised classification techniques will
be explored, namely decision tree and logistic regression.
A stratified holdout procedure was applied to split data into training and testing sets, which ensures
each class is represented in both sets. The training set (70% of instances) is used to build the models,
which are then tested over the testing set (the remaining 30% of instances) to evaluate its predictive
accuracy [64]. The classifier performance is evaluated through receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
curves [65,66]. The ROC curve represents the relationship between both sensitivity and specificity in a
graphical representation of the true positive (i.e., a severe injury correctly classified) rate against the
false positive rate. The overall performance can be given with the area under the ROC curve (AUC),
a summary measure that allows one to quantify how accurately a model can discriminate. In particular,
an AUC under 0.50 reflects a poor model. Hence, a higher AUC score represents a better classifier.
Moreover, when comparing models, the best model is the one that yields the dominant ROC curve
(most significant AUC).
The following sections briefly describe the two classifiers used to develop the models.
2.2.1. Decision Tree
Decision tree methodology is a commonly used nonparametric data-mining method. It classifies
instances by sorting them based on attribute values. Each node in a decision tree represents a feature
in an instance to be classified and is a test on an attribute. Each branch represents a value that the node
can assume and is an outcome of the test. Finally, a leaf node represents a class label. The feature that
best divides the training data would be the root node of the tree. At each node, one attribute is chosen
to split training examples into disjoint classes as much as possible. This procedure is repeated on each
partition of the divided data, resulting in subtrees until the training data is divided into subsets of the
same class. Thus, a decision tree classifies an instance as belonging to a specific class by following a
suitable path from the root to a leaf node, which represents a classification rule [67]. The advantages
of using a decision tree model are threefold: it requires minimal knowledge of the underlying data
relationships, provides useful information regarding the most important variables in the dataset that
are placed as top nodes and is less sensitive to missing data and outliers [68].
2.2.2. Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a linear, parametric method for binary classification. The logistic regression
method is used to explain the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent
variables and has been the most commonly used statistic method for studying injury severity risk
factors [13]. The outcomes of the regression equation can vary without limit, but constrain the
predictions of the dependent variable to values between 0 and 1. The multiple binary logistic regression














where x is the vector of the explanatory variables, β is the vector of the coefficients of the model and
pi(x) is the probability of a severe VRU injury. The logistic regression model can be used for continuous
and/or categorical explanatory variables as well as interaction terms to investigate potential combined
effects of the explanatory variables. In fitting the data, logistic regression fits a straight line to divide
the space into two. A single linear boundary can sometimes be limiting for logistic regression.
2.3. Data Description and Case Studies
A crash dataset involving pedestrians and cyclists from three different cities of Portugal was
originally acquired from the National Authority of Road Safety (ANSR). Crash registrations correspond
to six years (from 2012 to 2017), which gave a total of 6876 observations. These crashes yielded 7155
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injured VRUs, 86% corresponding to injured pedestrians and 14% to cyclists. The original dataset
contains specific information about the number and severity of injuries, gender and age of the injured,
temporal information (year, month, day and hour), location/position by address and geocode, road
characteristics, weather conditions, and luminosity information.
The dataset covers three different cities located in the north, centre, and centre-south of Portugal,
namely Aveiro, Porto and Lisbon. These case studies were chosen based on their differences in terms
of land use, transport demand and demographic contexts, and also due to their relatively high share of
walking and cycling modes, which vary between 19% and 22% for pedestrians and 0.2% and 3% for
cyclists [70].
The previously described methodology was applied to three different datasets considering each
city. Afterward, the same process was applied to a third dataset considering all recorded samples of
each city, which yielded an overall perspective.
2.4. Pre-Processing Data
The analysis focused on the injury severity level, which is subdivided into two classes: non-severe
(light injuries) and severe (including serious injuries and fatalities). In order to have a representative
sample with common characteristics, records with missing information or uninjured VRUs were
removed from the dataset. This preliminary step eliminated 1.5% of the records. Hence, the dataset
used in this study contains a total of 7048 injured VRUs, 6% being categorised into severe injuries or
fatalities and 94% into the non-severe injury class. The crash dataset represents an imbalance of a 1/16
ratio considering non-severe and severe injuries.
In order to identify the main factors that can significantly affect the injury severity of a VRU
involved in a crash, 10 independent variables were selected. Table 1 describes all the variables analysed.
Table 1. Description of the variables and number of reported injuries classified by severity.
Variable Code Description
Aveiro Porto Lisbon
NSI SI NSI SI NSI SI
Gender
0 Male 245 25 942 44 2072 178
1 Female 218 19 1062 27 2097 119
Age
1 ≤11 years old 22 4 89 3 213 11
2 12–17 years old 29 2 146 4 291 14
3 18–24 years old 75 4 235 7 544 28
4 25–49 years old 140 15 572 11 1298 87
5 50–65 years old 102 8 472 14 820 51
6 >65 years old 95 11 490 32 1003 106
Month
1 January 38 4 159 6 340 30
2 February 33 3 150 8 327 28
3 March 36 3 172 4 325 25
4 April 35 3 133 7 328 10
5 May 35 6 162 4 391 30
6 June 38 3 165 4 326 20
7 July 37 2 187 3 344 24
8 August 39 5 117 3 255 24
9 September 37 5 201 9 387 21
10 October 43 2 194 10 389 27
11 November 55 3 182 5 387 29
12 December 37 5 182 8 370 29
Weekday
1 Sunday 42 3 150 6 342 29
2 Monday 66 8 334 10 619 38
3 Tuesday 80 3 297 12 671 44
4 Wednesday 70 5 341 11 682 46
5 Thursday 88 9 328 16 715 50
6 Friday 65 10 342 9 723 56
7 Saturday 52 6 212 7 417 34




NSI SI NSI SI NSI SI
Time
1 00:00–06:00 h 22 4 67 4 222 22
2 07:00–10:00 h 112 9 418 18 947 38
3 11:00–15:00 h 123 6 658 25 1256 91
4 16:00–19:00 h 163 18 637 14 1302 82
5 20:00–23:00 h 43 7 224 10 442 64
Weather
0 Bad 71 5 315 14 472 35
1 Good 392 39 1689 57 3697 262
Luminosity
1 Daylight 344 29 1519 50 3074 182
2 Sun glare 1 1 8 1 20 3
3 Dawn or dusk 10 0 29 0 131 13
4 Night with road lights 91 10 419 19 925 92
5 Night without road lights 17 4 29 1 19 7
Road Conditions
1 Good 239 19 1306 34 1998 143
2 Regular 219 22 691 37 2080 151
3 Bad 5 3 7 0 91 3
Road Markings
1 Without 183 16 382 7 1736 71
2 Separating directions 121 12 384 7 468 41
3 Separating directions and lanes 159 16 1238 57 1965 185
NSI: non-severe injuries; SI: severe injuries.
The main attributes considered in the forthcoming analyses are:
• VRU profile: gender and age group;
• Temporal variables: month, weekday and time period;
• Weather conditions: subdivided into good or bad (including any adverse situation, e.g., rain, fog,
snow, strong winds);
• Luminosity: subdivided based on the national authority classification as daylight, sun glare, dawn
or dusk, night with road lights or night without road lights;
• Road characteristics: describing the conservation conditions of the pavement (road conditions)
and the presence of road surface markings for separating directions or directions and lanes
(road markings).
This exploratory step is often crucial for obtaining a good fit of the model and better predictive ability.
3. Results
The results are presented considering two different aims:
1. To evaluate the most efficient prediction model based on three resampling techniques (undersampling,
oversampling and ROSE);
2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to identify
which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when involved in a
motor vehicle crash.
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets
for each city and the overall perspective. Table 2 shows an overview of the dataset modifications and
their distribution amongst the severity classes.
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to develop injury severity prediction models.
Therefore, two models were developed for each dataset considering the different case studies (Aveiro,
Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the datasets were divided into training and test
sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the methodology. A total of 64 models were developed.
The performance of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Table 3
shows the AUC results for the developed models.
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Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets.
Datasets Total NSI SI
Aveiro
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and test sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in th  methodology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performanc  of the models was examin d based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Tabl  3 shows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In general, results show d that pplying res mpling methods in a clas -imbalanced dataset 
tends t  improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
evere VRU injuries when invol d i  a motor vehicl  crash. Imp ovement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling te hniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
case regarding the u dersampling technique and ROSE. 
Th  best results ( ighlight d in Table 3) revea ed that oversampling is the best resampling 
techniqu  for Aveiro, i ep ndent of the classifier sed and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the destrians d tabase, he oversampling tec nique was r vealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tr e d ROSE yielded th  best performanc  for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto reveal d ROSE as the b st techn que when a decision tree is 
ap ed and oversampling wh n the logistic regression is applied. Regar ing the Lisbon and overall 
cases, cons dering the pedest ian databa es, ov rsampling is the best tec niqu , except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedes ian database, wh re the d cision tre  classifier is appli d. Considering the cyclist 
da aba  for Lisbon, ov rsampling s th  best resampling technique for both clas ifiers. Besides, this 
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2. To explor and c mpare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify w ich v riables can significantly affe t p destrian and ycli  injury s verity when 
in olved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The thre  resampling techniques were applied o th data ets, resulting in six different data ets 
for ea h city and he overall perspective. Table 2 shows an ov rview of the dat set modification  and 
their dis ribution amongst th  s verity classes.  
Tabl  2. Numb  of inju es and severity distribution for the different data ets. 
Data ets Total N I SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 2  24  27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 44 482  241 22 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 31 123 127 
P rto       
Original 1849 2 6 1780 224 69 2 
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 2 4 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 5  1 0 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 27  20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2 60 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Original 6088 960 5715 921 73 39 
Undersampling 746 78 73 39 73 39 
Oversampling 11430 184  5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 608  960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represents pedes rians;  repr ents cyclists. 
Th  two classifi rs described in S ction 2.2 were used to d v lop injury s verity prediction 
models. Therefore, two mo els w r  vel p d for ach datas t c nsidering th  different ca e studies 
(Aveiro, P to, Lisbo  and verall). F r th  d veloped models, the data ets were divi ed in o training 
and e t ets consi ering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the meth dology. A to al of 64 models were 
d veloped. The p rformance of the models was exa in d based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the d veloped models. 
In g neral, results show d th t applying resampling methods in a clas -imbala ce  dataset 
tends to improve the classification power o  the classifiers to dis riminate between s ver  and o -
vere VRU injuries whe  involved in a motor vehicl  crash. Improvement in the classifica ion power 
can be verified f r ov rsampling te hniques for both classifier models; how ver, thi  is not always 
cas  regarding the u dersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlight d in Table 3) r v a ed that ov rsampling is the best resampling 
techniqu  for Av iro, ind pendent of the classifier sed and the VRU under study. Regar ing P rto, 
for the p destrians dat bas , he overs mpling technique was r v aled to imp o  the classifier 
power of a decision tr e and ROSE yiel ed th  best performance for logistic regression. On th  other 
hand, the yclist dat base of P rto r v al d ROSE as the best techn que when a decision tr e is 
ap ed and oversampling wh n the logistic regression is applied. Regar ing the Lisbon and ov rall 
cases, cons dering the p dest ia  dat ba es, ov rsampling is th  best tec niqu , except in the cas  of 
the Lisbon p dest ian dat base, wh re the d cision t  classifier is appli d. Considering the yclist 
dat ba e for Lisbon, ov rsampling s the best resampling t chnique for bo h clas ifiers. Besides, this 
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2. T  explore and compare the r sults of two supe vis d classificati n techniques in order to 
identify which vari bles can significantl ffect pedestria  and cyclist injury severity when 
in olved in  motor vehicle crash. 
Th  thr e resampling techniqu s were pplied to he ata ets, r sulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overa l perspectiv . Tabl  2 shows  verview o  the dataset modifications and 
their distribution among t the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuri s a d severity istribution for the different datasets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 48  22  241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 13  123 127 
Porto       
Original 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 399  476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 37  39 373 39 
Oversampling 1 430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
K y:  repre ents ed strians;  represents cyclists. 
The two classifier  escrib d in Section 2.2 were used o d velo  injury severity prediction 
models. Therefo , two models w e develop d o  each datas t considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Li bon an  overall). For h elop  mod ls, the atasets were divided into training 
and t t ets c nsidering a 2/3 ratio, as d scribed in the m th dology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. Th  perf rmance of mo ls was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 h ws the AUC results for the developed models. 
In g eral, results howed that applying re ampling methods in a cl ss-imbalanced dataset 
end   imp ve th  class ficatio  power of the classifiers  discriminate between severe and non-
sever  VRU injuri s when in olved in a m tor vehi le crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be v ri e for over ampling techniqu s for both cl ssifi  models; however, this is not always 
the ase reg rdi g th  undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlight d in Table 3) evealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
tech ique fo Aveiro, i epend nt of th  classifier use  and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
f r the pedestria s database, the ov rsa ling t chnique was reveal d to improve the classifier 
pow r of a decision ree and ROSE yield d t best performance f r logis ic regr ssion. On the other 
h nd, th  cyclis  d tab se of Porto rev al d ROSE a  th  be t technique when a decision tree is 
pplied an  ov rsampling when the lo istic r gression s applied. Reg rding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, c nsid ing the ped strian databas , ov r ampli g is the bes tec nique, except in the case of 
th  Lisbon pedestrian d taba e, wh re the decisio  tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
data a e fo  Lisbon, over ampling is e be t r sampling tec nique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
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2. T  explore and c mpare the r sults of two supe vis d classificati n techniques in order to 
identify which v ri bles can signific tl ffect pedestrian and cycli  injury severity when 
in olved in  m tor vehicle crash. 
The thr e resampling techniques w re plied o h  d ta ets, r sulting in six diff rent d tasets 
for e ch city and the overa l perspective. Table 2 shows  overview o  the d taset modification  and 
their distribution among t the severity clas es.  
Table 2. Number of injuri s and sev rity istribution for the diff rent d tasets. 
D tasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 49 58 22 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34   27 17 
Oversampling 444 48    222 241 
ROSE 249 258 6 3  123 127 
Porto       
Original 849 6 1780 2 4 69 2 
Undersampling 138 4   69 2 
Oversampling 356  448   1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 0 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 990 7  3 13 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 4    277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912   3713 456 
ROSE 399  476 206  57 1930 219 
Overall       
Original 6088 60 5 15 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78   373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842   5715 921 
ROSE 6 8 960 85 97 3003 463 
K y:  repr ents d strian ;  repr ents cycli ts. 
The two classifiers described in Section .2 w re sed to d v lo  injury severity prediction 
models. Th refo e, tw  models w e dev l p d for each d tas t c sidering th  diff rent case studies 
(Aveir , Porto, Lisbon an  verall). For th e eloped mod ls, th  tasets w re divided into trai ing 
and t t sets c nsi ering a 2/3 ra io, as d scribed in the m th d logy. A o al of 64 models w re 
developed. The p rf rmance of mo els was exa ined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Tabl 3 hows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In g neral, result  showed that a plying re ampling ethods in a cl ss-imb la ced d taset 
ends to impr ve the class fi atio  power o  the cl ssifi rs  dis riminate between sev r  and no -
sev r  VRU injuries when in olved in a tor ehi le crash. Improveme t in the classifica ion power 
can be verif ed for ov rsampling techniqu s for both cl ssifi  models; ho ever, this is not always 
the ase reg rding th  und rsampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlight d in Table 3) evealed that ov rsampling is the best resampling 
tech ique fo Av iro, ind p ndent of the classifier us  an  the VRU under s udy. Regar ing Porto, 
for the pedestria  d tabas , t e overs ling technique was rev al d to imp o  the classifier 
pow r of a decision tree and ROSE yield d th best performance f r logis ic regr ssion. On th  other 
h nd, the cyclis  d tab se of Porto r v aled ROSE as t  be  technique when a decision tr e is 
pplied and oversampling when the lo istic regressio  s a plied. Reg rding the Lisbon and ov rall 
ca s, c nsidering th  ped stria  d taba s, ov r ampli g is th  bes ec nique, except in the cas  of 
the Lisbon ped strian taba e, wh re the decisio  t e classifi r is a plied. Considering the cyclist 
d ta e for Lisbon, over ampling is t  be t r sampling t c nique for bo h classifiers. Besides, this 
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127
Porto
Original 1849 226 1780 224 69 2
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116
Lisbon
Ori inal 3990 476 3713 456 277 20
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219
Overall
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463
Key:
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table 2 shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Datasets Tot l NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127 
Porto       
Original 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Und rsampli g 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversam ling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall      
Origin l 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 003 463 
K y:  re resents pedestrians;  repres nt  cyclists. 
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to develop injury severity prediction 
models. Therefore, two models were developed for each dataset considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the datasets were divided into training 
and test sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the methodology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In general, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
repr s nts pedestri ns;
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2. To explore and compare th  results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques w re applied to the datasets, re ulting i  six different datasets 
for each city and the ov rall pers ctive. Table 2 shows an overvi w of the dataset modifications a d 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Datase s Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127 
Porto       
Original 18  226 1780 224 69 2 
Und rsampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversamplin  3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall      
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 1 43  1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  rep nts ped stri ns;  r sent  cy lists. 
The two classifiers de cribed in Section 2.2 were us d to develop injury severity prediction 
models. Therefo , two models were develop d for each dataset considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the develop d models, the datasets were divi ed into training 
and test s ts considering a 2/3 ratio, as de cribed in the m thodol gy. A total f 64 models were 
develop d. The performance of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the develop d models. 
In ge eral, esults showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification p wer of the classifiers to discriminate between s ver  and non-
sever  VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification p wer 
can be verifi d for oversampling techniques for b th classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case rega ding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highli ted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independe t of the classifier used an  the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians datab se, the ov rsampling technique was revealed to improve th  classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. O  the other 
hand, the cyclist da ab se of P rto revealed ROSE as the best t chnique when a decision tree is 
applied an  oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian d tab ses, oversampling is the best t chnique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian d tab se, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
datab se for Lisbon, oversampling is the best r ampling technique for b th classifiers. Besid , this 
rep esents cyclis .
Table 3. AUC values for comparison of models’ performance. Bold formatting depicts the best-performing
technique of a dataset.
Decision Tree VRU Original Un ersampling Oversampling ROSE
Aveiro
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
i volved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table 2 shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Dat sets T tal NSI SI 
Av ir        
O iginal 249 258 222 41 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 7 27 7 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127 
Porto       
Original 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversamplin  7426 912 3713 456 3713 456
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall      
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersa pling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 4 3
Key:  represents pedestrians;  represents cyclists. 
Th  two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to develop i jury severity pre ic ion 
mo els. Ther f r , wo models were developed for each datase  con idering the different case studies 
(A iro, Porto, Lisbon and vera l). For the develop d model , the datas ts were divided into tra ning 
and test sets considering  2/3 ratio, as described in e methodology. A total of 64 models ere 
developed. The performa ce of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In general, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.576 0.611 0.773 0.536
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2. To explore and compare the resu s of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can ignificantly aff ct pedestrian and cyclist njury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table 2 shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127 
Porto      
Original 1849 226 1780 224 9 2 
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon    
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represents pedestrians;  represents cyclists. 
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to develop injury severity prediction 
models. Therefore, two models were developed for each dataset considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon d overall). For the d veloped odels, the datasets were divided int  training 
and test sets considering  2/3 ratio, s described in the ethodology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the model wa  examined based on the ar  und r he ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results fo  the velop d models. 
In general, results sh wed that applying res mpling methods in a class-imbalanced datas t 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminat  etween severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.505 0.667 0.839 0.635
P rto
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
i volved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for ea h city and the over ll perspectiv . T bl  2 sh s an overvi w f th  atas t modificat ns an  
thei  distribution amongst the s verity classes.  
T ble 2. Number of injuri s and severity distribution for the different atasets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Av iro      
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampli g 54 34 27 17 27 17 
O sampl g 444 482 222 241 22  241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127 
Porto       
Original 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1 80 224 
ROSE 1849 6 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon     
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Ove sampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represents pedestrians;  represents cyclists. 
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to develop injury severity prediction 
models. Therefore, two models were developed for each dataset considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the datasets were divided into training 
and test sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the methodology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In general, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both clas ifier models; however, this is not always 
t  case regarding the unders mpling t chniqu  and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the be t r ampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.538 0.524 0.796 0.656
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datas ts, resulting in ix different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table 2 shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 1 3 12  
Porto       
Original 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represe ts ped stria s;  represents cyclists. 
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to evelop injury severity prediction 
models. Therefore, two models were developed for each dataset considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed mo els, the datasets were divided into training 
and test sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the methodol gy. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In general, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the cl ssification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used a d the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique w s revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yiel ed the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique whe  a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.547 0.500 1 0.962 0.974
Lisbon
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2. To explore and compare the r sults of two supervised classification t chniques i  order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
i volved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six ifferent datasets 
for each city and the overall per pec ive. Table 2 show  an overvi w f the a aset odificati ns and 
their distribution am ngst th  sev rity cl ss s.  
Tabl  2. Number of injuries and severit  distributio  for t e different d ta ets. 
Dat sets Total NSI SI
Aveiro       
O iginal 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 1  27 17 
versampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127 
Porto      
Origina  1849 226 1780 224 69 2
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversamplin  3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Unders mpling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Original 6088 960 5 15 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represents pedestrians;  represents cyclists. 
e two c a sifiers described in Section 2.2 w re used to develop injury s verity prediction 
mod ls. Therefore, two models w re developed for ach dat s t considering th  iffer nt case studies 
(Av iro, Porto, L sbon and overall). F r the developed models, th  dat s ts were divided into r in ng 
and test sets consideri g a 2/3 ratio, as scribed in the methodol y. A total of 64 models wer  
de eloped. The perform nce of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results f r the developed models. 
In general, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification p wer of the classifiers to discri inate between severe and non-
severe VRU injurie  when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniqu s for b th classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampli g technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
tec nique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the ov rsampling technique was r vealed to improve the classifier 
pow r of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performa ce for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist datab se of Porto revealed ROSE s th  best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.558 0.671 0.660 0.636
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three res mpling t chniques were a plied to the datas ts, re ulting in ix ifferent atasets 
for each city and th  overall perspective. Table 2 s ows an verview of the dataset modificatio s and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127 
Porto       
Original 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represents pedestrians;  represents cyclists. 
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to evelop injury severity prediction 
models. Therefore, two models were developed for each dataset considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and over ll). For the d veloped mo els, th  datasets were divided int  training 
and test sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as describ d in the methodol gy. A total of 64 models wer  
developed. The performance of the models was examined bas d on the area under the ROC cu ve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows th  AUC results for the d veloped mo el . 
In general, results showed that applying res mpling metho s in a class-imbalanced datas t 
tends to improve the classific tion p wer of the clas ifiers to d criminate between sev re and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the cl ssification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used a d the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique w s revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yiel ed the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique whe  a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.574 0.571 0.931 0.547
Ove all
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2. T  xpl r  and compare the r sults of two sup rvise  cl ssificati n tec niques i  o der to
identify which v riables can significan ly ffect pedest ian and cycl st injury s eri y wh n 
i volv in motor vehicle cr h. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table 2 shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
T ble 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127 
Porto       
Original 1849 22  178  24 69 2 
Undersampli g 138 4 69 2 69 2
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
     
Original 3990 476 713 56 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represents pedestrians;  represents cyclists. 
The two cla sifiers describe  Secti n 2.2 w re used to develop i jury severity prediction
models. Therefore, two mode s were developed for each datas t considering the different case studie
(Av iro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the develope  models, th  dat sets were divided into training 
and test set  considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the methodology. A total of 64 models were
de eloped. The pe formanc  of the models was examined based on the area nder the ROC cu ve
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC r sults f r the dev loped model . 
In general, results showed that applying resampling meth ds in a class-imbalanced datas t
tends to improve the cl sificati n p wer of the classifiers to discri inate between severe and non-
sever  VRU inju ie  when involved in a moto  vehicle crash. Improvement i  the cla sification power
n be verifi d for oversampl ng techniqu s for b th classifier models; owever, this is not always
ca e regar ing the undersampli g technique a d ROSE. 
Th  best results (highlighted in Ta le 3) revea ed that oversampling is the best resampling
tec nique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the ov rsampling technique was r vealed to improve the classifier 
pow r of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performa ce for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist datab se of Porto revealed ROSE s th  best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.500 1 0.584 0.624 0.615
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampli g techniques wer  app ied to the datas ts, lti g in ix differe t datas ts 
for each city and th  overall persp c ive. Table 2 shows n verview  the data et od ati ns nd 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuri  n  s ve ity dis rib t on for the differe t dat sets. 
Datasets Tot l NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127
Porto      
Original 1849 22  178  24 69 2 
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 713 56 277 20
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall      
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  r prese ts pedestrians;  rep esent  cyclis s. 
The two classifiers describe  Secti n 2.2 w re used to evelop i jury severity prediction
models. Therefore, two mode s were developed for each datas t considering the different case studie
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the develope  mo els, the datasets were divided into training 
and test set  considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the methodol gy. A total of 64 models were
developed. The pe formanc  of the models was examined based on the area nder the ROC cu ve
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC r sults for the dev loped model . 
In general, results showed that applying resampling meth ds in a class-imbalanced datas t
tends to improve the cl sificati n power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
sever  VRU inju ies when involved in a moto  vehicle crash. Improvement i  the cl sification power
n be verifi d for oversampl ng techniques for both classifier models; owever, this is not always
ca e regar ing the undersampling technique a d ROSE. 
Th  best results (highlighted in Ta le 3) revea ed that oversampling is the best resampling
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used a d the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique w s revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yiel ed the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique whe  a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.614 0.552 0.894 0.672
L gistic Regr ssi n VRU Original Undersampling Ove sampling ROSE
Aveiro
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2. To explore a  co pare results of tw supe ise  classification techniqu s in rder t  
identify which variables can significantly aff ct p destri  a d cyclist i jur  s verity when 
in olv d in a ot r ve icle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to he datasets, r sulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table  shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Av ro    
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Unde sampling 54 34 27 17 27 17
Oversampling 44 482 22 241 22 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127
Porto       
riginal 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Unde sampling 138 4 69  69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116
Lisbon       
Original 399  476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Or ginal 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  repr sents p d strians;  represents cycli s. 
The two classifiers d scribed in Section 2.2 were u ed to develop injury severity prediction 
odels. Therefor , two models wer  developed f r ach dataset c nsidering the different case studies 
(Av ir , Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the datasets were divided into traini g 
and test sets consideri g  2/3 ratio, as described in t e methodology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the models was examined b sed on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows th  AUC r sult  for the developed odels. 
In gen ral, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries wh n involve  in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verifie  for oversa pling techniques for both classifier model ; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling techniqu  and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted i  Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.547 0.580 0.652 0.540
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2. To explore and compare the results f two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significa tly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techn qu s w r  applied to he dat sets, r sul i g in six d ffer nt atasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. able  shows an overview of the datas  mo fic i ns and 
their distribution amo gst the se rity class s.  
Table 2. Number of injuri s and severity distribu ion for th  diff nt datase s. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro    
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Unde sampling 54 34 27 17 27 17
Oversampling 44 482 22 241 22 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127
Porto       
riginal 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Unde sampling 138 4 69  69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Or ginal 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represents p d strians;  represents cycli ts. 
The two classifiers described in Secti n 2.2 were us d to develop injury sev rity p diction 
models. Therefore, two models wer  eveloped for each datase  considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the d tasets were divided into tra i g
and test sets consideri g a 2/3 ratio, as described i  the meth dology. A total of 64 odels were 
developed. The performance of the mo els was xamined b sed on the area under th  ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC r sults for he developed odels. 
In general, results showed that applyi g r sampling me ods in a class-imbala ced dataset 
tends to improve the classificat on p wer of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involve  in a motor vehicle crash. Imp oveme t in the classific tion power 
can be verifie  for oversampling techniques for both classifier mo els; however, this is not a ways 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used d the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampli g technique was revealed to improve th  classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the ther 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.561 0.556 0.772 0.738
Porto
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2. To xplore and compare the results of t  supervised classification techniques in order to 
i entify which variables can s gnifi a tly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severi y when 
i volved i  a motor ve icle c ash. 
The three r sampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table  shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution am gst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
nde sampling 54 34 27 17 27 17
Oversampling 44 482 22 241 22 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127
Porto       
riginal 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Unde sampling 138 4 69  69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116
Lisbon       
Original 399  476 3713 456 277 20 
Un ersampli g 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Ov r ampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Or ginal 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Ove sa pling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  repr sents p destrians;  repre ents cyc s s. 
The two classifiers d scribed in Section 2.2 were u ed to develop injury severity prediction 
odels. Therefor , two models wer  developed f r ach dataset c nsidering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the datasets were divided into traini g 
and test sets consideri g  2/3 ratio, as described in t e methodology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the models was examined b sed on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows th  AUC r sult  for the developed odels. 
In gen ral, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries wh n involve  in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verifie  for oversa pling techniques for both classifier model ; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling techniqu  and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted i  Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.652 0.512 0.684 0.692
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervi ed classific tion techniqu s in order to 
identify whic  variables ca  significantly affect pedestrian a d cyclist injury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three r sampling techniques were applied to the datas ts, resulting in ix different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table  shows an verview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution am gst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries a d severity distribution for the diff rent dat sets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Unde sampling 54 34 27 17 27 17
Oversampling 44 482 22 241 22 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127
Porto       
riginal 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Unde sampling 138 4 69  69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall      
Or ginal 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersam ling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represents pedestrians;  represents cyclists. 
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were us d to evelop injury sev rity p diction 
models. Therefore, two models were eveloped for each dataset considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed mo els, the d tasets were divided into traini g 
and test sets consideri g a 2/3 ratio, as described in the meth dol gy. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the models was xamined b sed on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for he developed odels. 
In general, results showed that applyi g r sampling me ods in a class-imbala ced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involve  in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the cl ssification power 
can be verifie  for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used a d the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique w s revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yiel ed the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique whe  a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
0.680 - 2 0.861 0.814
L sbo
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
i volved in a moto  vehicle crash. 
The three r sampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table 2 shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution am gst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
D ta ets Total NSI SI 
Aveir        
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Unde ampling 54 34 27 17 27 17
Oversa pling 44 482 22 241 22 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127
Porto       
riginal 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Unde sampling 138 4 69  69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116
Lisbon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Un ersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Ov rsampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall       
Or ginal 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  repr sents pedestrians;  represents cyclis s. 
The two cla sifiers cribe  in Section 2.2 were used to develop inj ry severity pr diction 
odels. Therefor , two models wer  d velop d f r ach data et c nsidering the different case studies 
(Av iro, P to, Lisbon and overall). For the developed mo ls, th  dat sets were divided into traini g 
and test sets consideri g  2/3 ratio, as described in t e methodology. A total of 64 models were 
de eloped. The performance of the models was examined b sed on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows th  AUC r sult  f r the developed odels. 
In gen ral, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification p wer of the classifiers to discri inate between severe and non-
severe VRU injurie  wh n involve  in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verifie  for oversa pling techniqu s for b th classifier model ; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampli g techniqu  and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted i  Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
tec nique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the ov rsampling technique was r vealed to improve the classifier 
pow r of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performa ce for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist datab se of Porto revealed ROSE s th  best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
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1 Difficulty in the learning proc ss: e resulting odel sugges no di crimination ability to classify an instance as
sever or non-severe; 2 The s mple size was too s all to perform the an lysis; VRU—Vulnerable Road User.
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In general, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset tends
to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-severe
VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power can be
verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always the case
regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE.
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto,
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier power
of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other hand,
the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is applied
and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall cases,
considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of the
Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides,
this technique also presents the best performance when considering the overall case for the cyclist
database, apart from logistic regression, where undersampling is the best approach.
From Table 3, it can be seen that the decision tree performed more accurately for predicting VRU
injury severity level for Aveiro and Porto, showing an appropriate predictive ability of 77% to 80% for
pedestrians and 84% to 97% for cyclists. The same can be verified for Lisbon and the overall perspective
regarding the cyclist database when the decision tree presents a predictive ability between 89% and
93%. Considering the pedestrian database, logistic regression presents a better predictive ability of
66% to 70%.
The comparison between the two different classifiers—decision tree and logistic regression—shows
that the decision tree presents the best performance results.
The risk variables that can affect VRU injury severity were identified. To accomplish this goal,
decision tree and logistic regression models were developed. In particular, a decision tree has
a subprocess with an attribute weighting scheme; this weight (from 0 to 100) provides attribute
importance information considering the occurrence of severe injury. Table 4 presents the results of the
decision tree model, considering the three variables with higher importance scores (numbers shown
in brackets) for each case study and database approach (original, undersampling, oversampling and
ROSE). Some models present only one significant variable since the weight of this variable is 100.
The significant variables presented take into account mainly the results of the best classifier’s
performance. Regarding Aveiro, the significant variables that present the highest weight considering
oversampling (the best classifier performance) are road conditions and road markings. The profile
of cyclists (especially age) and temporal variables (such as month, weekday and time) present an
important role in identifying severe injuries of cyclists. Regarding the Porto case study, road markings,
age and month are the most significant variables considering pedestrians’ severe injury. On the other
hand, the variables most significant for cyclists are age, gender and month. For the Lisbon case study,
road markings are considered the most important variable concerning pedestrians’ severe injury,
and beyond that, age and month also present significant importance. Regarding cyclists, temporal
variables (month, weekday and time) present an important role too. Lastly, the overall dataset results
clearly show that road markings, gender and age are the main risk factors affecting the injury severity
of a pedestrian involved in a motor vehicle crash, while for cyclists, age, road conditions and luminosity
are considered the important variables to predict injury severity.
Concerning the possible risk factors identified using the logistic regression, Tables 5 and 6 present
the details of each model. Based on the p-value considered, we can conclude whether or not a
variable included in the model is significantly contributing to the model’s ability to predict the injury
severity level of a VRU. The coefficients are given, followed by the p-value range. Variables with
p-values (p) < 0.1 are considered significant.
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Table 4. Weight-based contribution of studied variables for the resampling techniques and cities under
study (attribute importance information from 0 to 100).
Resampling
Techniques VRU Aveiro Porto Lisbon Overall
Original
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(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the datasets were divided into training 
and test sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the methodology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In general, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
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(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In general, results showed that applying resa pling methods in a class-imbalanced ataset 
tends to improve the classification power of t e classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor ve icle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling tech ique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
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power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
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cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table 2 shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
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Aveiro       
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Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
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Key:  represents pedestrians;  represents cyclists. 
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to develop injury severity prediction 
models. Therefore, two models were developed for each dataset considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the datasets were divided into training 
and test sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the methodology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In general, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
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involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table  shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
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Key:  represents pedestrians;  represents cyclists. 
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to develop injury severity prediction 
models. Therefore, two models were developed for each dataset considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Porto, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the datasets were divided into training 
and test sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the methodology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. The performance of the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Table 3 shows the AUC results for the developed models. 
In general, results showed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
tends to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries when involved in a motor vehicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian a d cyclist injury severity when 
in olved in a motor vehicle crash. 
The three resampling techniques were applied to the datasets, resulting in six different datasets 
for each city and the overall perspective. Table 2 shows an overview of the dataset modifications and 
their distribution amongst the severity classes.  
Table 2. Number of injuries and severity distribution for the different datasets. 
Datasets Total NSI SI 
Aveiro       
Original 249 258 222 241 27 17 
Undersampling 54 34 27 17 27 17 
Oversampling 444 482 222 241 222 241 
ROSE 249 258 126 131 123 127 
Porto       
Original 1849 226 1780 224 69 2 
Undersampling 138 4 69 2 69 2 
Oversampling 3560 448 1780 224 1780 224 
ROSE 1849 226 959 110 890 116 
Li bon       
Original 3990 476 3713 456 277 20 
Undersampling 554 40 277 20 277 20 
Oversampling 7426 912 3713 456 3713 456 
ROSE 3990 476 2060 257 1930 219 
Overall      
Original 6088 960 5715 921 373 39 
Undersampling 746 78 373 39 373 39 
Oversampling 11430 1842 5715 921 5715 921 
ROSE 6088 960 3085 497 3003 463 
Key:  represents pedestrians;  repres nts cyclists. 
The two classifiers described in Section 2.2 were used to develop injury severity prediction 
models. Therefor , two mod ls were developed for each data et considering the different case studies 
(Aveiro, Por o, Lisbon and overall). For the developed models, the datase s were divided into training 
and test sets considering a 2/3 ratio, as described in the me odology. A total of 64 models were 
developed. Th  performance f the models was examined based on the area under the ROC curve 
(AUC). Tabl  3 shows the AUC r sults for the developed models. 
I  general, results h wed that applying resampling methods in a class-imbalanced dataset 
t nds to improve the classification power of the classifiers to discriminate between severe and non-
severe VRU injuries whe  involved n a motor v hicle crash. Improvement in the classification power 
can be verified for oversampling techniques for both classifier models; however, this is not always 
the case regarding the undersampling technique and ROSE. 
The best results (highlighted in Table 3) revealed that oversampling is the best resampling 
technique for Aveiro, independent of the classifier used and the VRU under study. Regarding Porto, 
for the pedestrians database, the oversampling technique was revealed to improve the classifier 
power of a decision tree and ROSE yielded the best performance for logistic regression. On the other 
hand, the cyclist database of Porto revealed ROSE as the best technique when a decision tree is 
applied and oversampling when the logistic regression is applied. Regarding the Lisbon and overall 
cases, considering the pedestrian databases, oversampling is the best technique, except in the case of 
the Lisbon pedestrian database, where the decision tree classifier is applied. Considering the cyclist 
database for Lisbon, oversampling is the best resampling technique for both classifiers. Besides, this 
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2. To explore and compare the results of two supervised classification techniques in order to 
identify which variables can significantly affect pedestrian and cyclist injury severity when 
involved in a motor vehicle crash. 
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Under ampling 2.0020 *
Oversamplin 0.9262 ** 0.2262 ** 0.4465 **
ROSE −0.8828 *** 0.2323 * 0.4263 **
Porto
Original −0.8858 *** 1.0265 ***
Undersampling 0.3958 ** 0.8862 *
Oversampling −0.9121 *** 0.2355 *** −0.0515 ** −0.2357 *** −0.2142 * 0.1561 *** 0.7761 *** 0.6581 ***
ROSE −0.5685 *** 0.1181 *** −0.1227 ** 0.1065 *** 0.4855 *** 0.4051 ***
Lisbon
Original −0.3684 ** 0.2090 *** 0.4627 * 0.1456 ** 0.5239 ***
Undersampling −0.3795 * 0.2079 ** 0.2833 **
Oversampling −0.4822 *** 0.2601 *** −0.0256 *** 0.1009 *** 0.1849 ** 0.1653 *** 0.3945 ***
ROSE −0.4406 *** 0.1959 *** 0.1158 *** 0.2369 ** 0.1072 *** 0.3403 ***
Overall
Original −0.5991 *** 0.1812 *** 0.16196 *** 0.3441 *** 0.4130 ***
Undersampling 0.2438 *** 0.2932 * 0.3413 ***
Oversampling −0.5041 *** 0.1970 *** −0.0166 ** 0.0609 *** 0.2412 *** 0.1573 *** 0.2865 *** 0.3219 ***
ROSE −0.3931 *** 0.1325 *** −0.020 ** 0.0655 ** 0.0804 *** 0.1874 *** 0.2808 ***
* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
Considering the analysis for pedestrians (Table 5), for Aveiro, Lisbon and the overall dataset,
oversampling is the best resampling technique applied for the logistic regression model. Only Porto
presented ROSE as the best resampling approach when applied to this classifier. Based on this, we can
conclude that weather, luminosity and road conditions are statistically significant variables to predict
severe injuries of pedestrians for Aveiro. In the Porto case study, gender and age as well as time,
luminosity, road conditions and road markings are the risk factors to predict the severity of these VRU
injuries. For Lisbon, considering the oversampling approach, we can conclude that VRU profile (gender
and age), month, time, weather, luminosity and road markings are the risk factors that contribute to
predicting the injury severity of a pedestrian. For the overall case, considering oversampling as the
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best approach, only weekdays seems not to be considered as a risk factor in predicting pedestrian
injury severity.
Table 6. Statistically significant variables for cyclists considering the logistic regression model.








Oversampling −1.0377 *** 1.0251 *** 0.5456 *** 0.7132 *** −0.4234 *** 1.3226 *** 0.3846 **




Oversampling −0.9513 *** −0.6974 *** −2.0614 ***




Oversampling 0.0626 ** 0.0342 ** 0.1109 *




Oversampling −0.3509 ** 0.2066 *** 0.0669 ** 0.2386 *** 0.6649 ***
ROSE 0.1407 **
* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
Similarly, concerning cyclists, oversampling presented the best approach when a logistic regression
classifier is applied to the database, except for the overall perspective, when undersampling was shown
to be the best approach. Based on this, for the Aveiro case study, only month and weather are variables
that are not statistically significant in predicting injury severity of cyclists. Considering the Porto case
study, month, weekday and road markings are the risk factors to predict the injury severity for these
VRUs. Regarding Lisbon, the variables that were shown to be risk factors are month, weather and
luminosity. For the overall case, considering that undersampling is the best approach, we conclude
that any variable seems to be a risk factor that contributes to predicting the injury severity of a cyclist;
see Table 6.
Comparing the results obtained from the two models—decision tree and logistic regression—
variables such as gender, luminosity and road conditions are considered statistically significant for
more datasets when logistic regression is applied to the pedestrian datasets. On the other hand, gender
and month are more representative variables considering the decision tree models when applied to the
cyclist datasets.
Results highlight that an overall perspective is not always the best approach, considering two
main reasons: First, the seriousness of the road crash can be affected by the specificities of each city;
secondly, the overall perspective results can be biased from the most prominent database (in this case,
the Lisbon database).
4. Discussion
In this paper, the performance of two classifiers (decision tree and logistic regression) to predict
risk factors that can affect the severity of a VRU’s injury were investigated. To deal with the imbalanced
data problem, three resampling techniques were applied: undersamping, oversampling, and ROSE
methods. The effectiveness of each resampling method applied to each of two classifiers was evaluated
based on AUC as a performance metric.
The results showed that the performance of the classifier can be improved by processing the
data with one of those resampling techniques. However, the small samples of VRU crash data may
explain why the application of an undersampling technique does not improve the explanatory power
of the studied classifiers for almost all the datasets, due to the loss of information related with this
resampling technique. Emphasis is given for the Porto case study, where the proportion of severe
injuries presented the lowest values (4% for pedestrians and 1% for cyclists).
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Regarding the overall performance of the two classifiers, the decision tree slightly outperformed
the logistic regression. This can be explained by the fact that the coefficient correlations were not
considered and all the variables were analysed. Nevertheless, it is well known that decision tree
models are robust to identify outliers, so when a domain problem is given, the decision tree technique
naturally captures the relationship between variables, leading to higher classification performance.
Considering the identification of risk factors that can affect the injury severity level of a VRU,
having a joint overview of the two classifiers enables finding out some main results. Considering the
pedestrian injury severity risk, we can conclude that:
• Gender and age factors seem to play an important role in this type of VRU;
• Road markings are a risk factor considering pedestrian injury severity, especially for bigger cities;
• The luminosity of the road seems to be more important than weather conditions.
On the other hand, considering cyclist databases, the main results allow us to conclude that cyclist
age group and month are the main identified risk factors in predicting the injury severity of a cyclist.
These results can be related to exposure values, namely the most people of active cycling age and the
fluctuation between the number of people cycling in summer and winter. Road conditions seem not to
affect the severity of both pedestrian and cyclist injuries in Lisbon and cyclist injuries in Porto.
Although these results are based on a crash database of three cities, the methodology and results
can be generalized to small and medium-sized cities, since our results are similar to those reported in the
literature review. For instance, the importance of age to most severe outcomes involving pedestrians [19]
and the importance of environmental factors, such as time and environmental conditions, are relevant
categories to consider in motor vehicle–bicycle collisions [29,40]. Road conditions and surface markings,
variables which are sometimes neglected in the literature, are essential factors to be taken into account.
Limitations and Future Research
Due to the complexity of reporting a road crash, our study presents some limitations: (1) more detailed
information about vehicle characteristics and drivers are missing in our database; (2) unobserved
heterogeneity of data was not considered in the analyses. Future research will try to address these
issues. Also, it would be interesting to explore other methods to handle the class imbalance problem,
to extend to a national database and to focus our research on some unobserved variables that may
affect the prediction models.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, an approach to reveal the most significant risk factors that can possibly affect
VRU injury severity when involved in a motor vehicle crash is presented. Since prediction model
performance can be biased when imbalanced data is used, three well-known resampling techniques
were examined in an attempt to improve the model’s classification performance. Two widely used
supervised methods were applied: decision tree and logistic regression.
The machine learning classifiers were able to correctly classify both the majority and the minority
classes with relatively high accuracy. It is known that the performance of a resampling method depends
on the classifier used, and no method would always outperform the other. Nevertheless, the decision
tree model revealed to be a more accurate model considering the crash severity data under evaluation.
Results showed that the oversampling technique (used to balance the dataset) always improves
the effectiveness of both classifiers (decision tree and logistic regression) to identify risk factors.
The classifiers were applied considering the original and developed dataset based on three
different resampling techniques. Based on an attribute weighting scheme presented by decision
tree models and p-values < 0.1 considering the logistic regression model, the risk variables that can
significantly affect pedestrians and cyclists injury severity were identified. A joint analysis of the
obtained results allows us to conclude that road markings, road conditions and luminosity significantly
affect the severity of a pedestrian’s injury when involved in a crash. On the other hand, age group and
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temporal variables (month, weekday and time period) are the risk factors that were revealed to be the
most significant to predict the severity of a cyclist’s injury when involved in a motor vehicle crash.
Furthermore, it should be emphasised that the identification of risk factors is relevant to the
development of road safety measures that aim to reduce the injury severity of crashes between VRUs
and motor vehicles, which is crucial information to help decision-makers in the definition of road
safety policies and strategies.
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